BREAKOUT ARTIST BLACK FORTUNE PREMIERES NEW VIDEO
FOR “MCDEEZ”
WATCH HERE
OSSHROCK (DELUXE) OUT NOW – LISTEN HERE

August 15, 2019 (Los Angeles) – Black Fortune is emerging as one of the hottest artists hailing from
the DMV (D.C., Maryland, Virginia) area – Landover, Maryland to be exact –and today he unleashes a
new visual for the thunderous track “McDeez,” featured on his recently re-released Osshrock
(Deluxe) project. The Pearl House x Tylerbstudios-directed video, which premiered this morning
on HYPEBEAST, finds Black Fortune on a four wheeler accompanied by his cohorts as they run amok in
his hometown. Check it out now and see what Black Fortune told HYPEBEAST about the new video
below.
“McDeez is the first new track off the recently released 'OsshRock (Deluxe)' tape. There is a strong bike
life scene and culture in the DMV and my license is suspended so I have to turn up on the 4 wheeler to
get around. Video directed by Tyler B Studios x Pearl House. The song is produced by 14-year-old
Swedish producer Maxx. There are a few more visuals off the 'OsshRock (Deluxe)' tape dropping soon
and new project scheduled to release Fall ‘19.”
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About Black Fortune:
Landover, Maryland historically may not be known for producing music stars, but that’s about to
change with the emergence of a 22-year-old rap and R&B phenom named Black Fortune.
D.C./Maryland/Virginia (DMV) has slowly developed into a hotbed of youthful hip-hop culture,
churning out original artists with new energy and Black Fortune’s name is fast becoming synonymous
with the spirit of it all. He started uploading music in 2016 and continued dropping heat over the next
two years, but gained significant attention with 2018’s “DMV Anthem.”
FOLLOW BLACK FORTUNE:
Twitter | Instagram | YouTube
For more information, please contact:
Yash Zadeh
Warner Records
Yashar.Zadeh@warnerrecords.com

